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ABSTRACT

Developing design methodologies based on experimentally validated
predictive numerical simulation methods will enhance existing capabilities in
predicting failure modes and structural design optimization for the high velocity
impact problems. This paper is thus concerned with the setup of a methodology for
modeling and simulation of the containment problem for the case of a real hybrid
metallic/soft layered composite fancase structure. To realize this new design, a
debris protection fan case composed of a basic metallic shell structure with a dry
Kevlar wrap around it is considered. The fan blade is made of titanium alloy
modeled by a Johnson-Cook elastoplastic material in ABAQUS, while the metallic
structure of the fan case is made of aluminum alloy also modeled as an elastoplastic
material. A multilayered Kevlar woven dry fabric structure is wrapped around the
thin aluminum shell to form a soft hybrid fan case. A woven fabric material model
developed in ABAQUS has been used. This material model can capture the ballistic
response of multi-layer fabric panels and is implemented as a VUMAT subroutine
in an equivalent smeared shell element corresponding to the representative volume
element (RVE) for computational efficiency. The aim is to assess how this material
model can be applied in a real industrial application.
INTRODUCTION

Since the 70’s, the numerical simulations of perforation and penetration of
targets by projectiles are subjects of interest. One such interesting application is the
design and analysis of efficient lightweight engine fan blade out containment
system [2,10,14]. In fact, in case of such engine malfunction, engine debris poses a
serious threat to aircrafts and their occupants. Conventional methods for protecting
aircrafts and their passengers rely on the use of heavy structures to restrict debris
from escaping the containment case. However for better energy and economy
efficiency, the need to strengthen and lighten aircrafts without sacrificing on

improved safety requirements has pushed the aerospace industry to explore
alternatives to existing metallic containment systems [7,10]. Hybrid fan case
containment structure is a novel design in the aerospace industry which combines
the resistance of the metallic structures with the light weightiness and energy
absorption capability of the composite structures. Developing design methodologies
based on experimentally validated predictive numerical simulation methods will
thus enhance existing capabilities in predicting failure modes and structural design
optimization for the high velocity impact problems [1,3].
This paper thus proposes a modeling methodology for the simulation of the
containment problem for the case of realistic hybrid metallic/soft layered composite
structure. The debris protection casing is composed of a basic metallic shell layer,
made of aluminum, around which woven Kevlar dry fabric layers are wrapped. The
fan blade is made of titanium. Both metallic parts use standard plasticity coupled
with damage models available in ABAQUS. The dry Kevlar fabric wrap is modeled
by a computationally efficient shell-based mesoscale mechanics unit-cell model,
suitable for ballistic impact response of multi-layer fabric laminates and
implemented in ABAQUS software via its VUMAT facility [9].
In order to simulate the impact between the blade debris and the hybrid fan case, a
multistep analysis process is used. In the first step, one performs a preloading stage
using an implicit analysis to generate stress and strain in the blades as well as the
global velocity vector of the blade induced by the build-up of the cruise rotational
velocity. In the second step one performs an explicit analysis to study the impact
between the blade debris and the hybrid fan case using results from the previous
step. Some of the main issues considered in assessing the suitability of a
computational model in industrial environment include finding a constitutive law
capable of capturing the complex physical interaction including intra and inter
layers failure mechanisms as well as contact interaction related to the gap size
between the adjacent layers, and finding the appropriate mesh size limited by
available computer capacity and production time [11,12]. A parametric study is then
performed for assessing how this material model can be applied to an industrial
problem and to further evaluate if our predictions in terms of the number of plies
needed to contain the debris and total weight reduction are in agreement with
industry observations.
The analysis comprises two separate sub-models: (i) a pre-stress model for
initialization of field variables induced by setting up the motion of the fan blade
from rest to cruise rotating speed; (ii) the model for blade debris release and its
impact with the engine casing. The modeling technique is thus interesting in the
sense that we use a first model to pre-constrain the fan blade following the rotating
motion built-up and then use the accumulated deformation history to start the
subsequent impact analysis. The setup of these two models is dealt with using
specific tools and functionalities of Abaqus. The first analysis is solely concerned
with the fan blade and is used to obtain the initial stresses and strains appearing in
each element as well as the velocities of each node of the fan blade model when it is
put in rotational motion. In Abaqus, this motion is defined by specifying an axis of
rotation and a rotational velocity as well as multipoint constraints (MPCs). This
analysis step is performed using Abaqus implicit solver, i.e. Abaqus standard. The
results of this analysis are then imported in the subsequent analysis which deals
with the impact of the fan blade debris on the engine casing. In this second analysis

phase, a new part, called engine casing, is created and assembled with the previous
fan blade model. A hybrid engine casing is modeled using an aluminum cylindrical
shell as the base structure defining the casing shape around which a dry fabric
composite material is wrapped. For high velocity impact modeling involved in this
containment simulation, the Abaqus explicit solver is used together with the
developed VUMAT [9].
DEVELOPMENT AND VALIDATION OF BALLISTIC FABRIC MODEL

In this paper a simplified engine fan blade containment problem is
considered as an application of the work presented in ref [3]. All parameters and
model geometry used in the paper are taken from our previous work [3,8] done
using Ls-Dyna environment in order to validate our modeling results in ABAQUS
environment. The first step in the design of hybrid lightweight fan case is to setup a
valid constitutive model for the Kevlar wrap. A material model developed in [9] has
been validated through a series of transient nonlinear dynamic analyses of the
impact of a square-shaped fabric plate with a blunt projectile. The computed results
in terms of projectile velocity throughout the analysis were compared to available
experimental data (ELVS data). Figure 1 shows that the developed material model
provides a reasonably good description for the fabric deformation and fracture
behavior.
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Figure 1: Comparison between FEM and experimental analyses from
Shahkarami[7] of the impact velocity
METHODOLOGY FOR THE NUMERICAL SIMULATION OF A FAN BLADE
CONTAINMENT PROBLEM

In this section, details regarding the modeling methodology of the first and
second sub-models for the fan blade impact analysis are presented. Then the results
regarding the velocity of the blade during the impact are presented followed by a

discussion abou
ut the validity
y of the sim
mulation resuults presenteed through thhe use of
the energy
e
evolu
ution curves from the mo
odel.
Impllicit analysis: Stress Indu
uced in the Blades
B
by the
e Rotation

The first step
s
of the simulation methodologgy is to gennerate the sttress and
straiin built up in
n the blades by rotating the engine ffrom rest up to a certainn cruising
rotattional speed
d, set in ourr application
n to 1047raad/s. To perrform this ppre-stress
anallysis, an imp
plicit dynam
mic finite ellement solveer is requireed and we used the
ABA
AQUS Stand
dard solver, which impllement the iimplicit algoorithms for transient
dynaamic structu
ural problem
ms involving
g high veloccity loadingss. The generration of
the model
m
data involves
i
thee creation off the blades geometry annd the assignnment of
mateerial propertties to the paarts.
The objective of
o the first analysis
a
is to
o obtain thee pre-stressees distributioon in the
blad
de elements and
a the velo
ocities at the nodes of thee damaged ffan blade indduced by
settiing up the blade
b
rotatin
ng motion from
f
rest too cruise speeed. To simpplify the
prob
blem, an oveerall simpliffied geometrry of the fan
an blade sim
milar to the oone used
in[1,3]while wo
orking with LS-Dyna
L
haas been definned. However the geom
metry was
sligh
htly modifieed, since insttead of usin
ng (see figurre 8.2) four fan blades, only one
blad
de is used herre as in spin
n-test. Also th
he blade connfiguration pproposed in [[1,3] was
mod
dified so as to have a curved outter edge insstead of a straight linee. These
mod
difications were
w
required in order to
t obtain goood converggence of thee contact
algo
orithm, to av
void high co
oncentration of stresses and strains at one of tthe sharp
outeer edges off the blade and to red
duce the coomputationall time durinng these
preliiminary imp
pact computaations.

bb)
a)
gure 2: a) Fan
n blade geom
metry used in
n [42 GT]; bb) fan blade ggeometry deefined in
Fig
Abaqus for the
t present w
work
DEF
FINING THE GEOMETRY
G
AND
A
THE MA
ATERIAL OF THE FAN BL
LADE

Figu
ure 2 indicatte that the faan blade is modeled
m
usi ng two distiinct featuress or parts
and this is donee in order to easily intrroduce a craack in the ssecond analyysis step
wheere the fan blade
b
is bro
oken into tw
wo parts: onne that remaains attacheed to the
rotatting shaft and
a the otheer that is ejected outwaard as a debbris that im
mpact the
casin
ng. The th
hickness of the blade shell elemennts is 4.98m
mm and the material

prop
perties input in Abaqus are
a the samee as those ussed in LS-D
Dyna by [3] tto model
the behaviour
b
off the blade and
a are given
n in Table 1.. The material chosen is titanium
and the propeerties used are: ρ=0.0
004424 g/m
mm3; E=1115.142GPa; ρ=0.35;
=
a; ETAN=95
51.476MPa; FS=0.25.
σY=827.371MPa

Young’s
Y
Modulus
Poisson’s
P
Ratio
o
Plastic:
P
yield sttress
Plastic
P
strain
Plastic:
P
ETAN
Plastic
P
strain
Mass
M density
Fracture
F
Strain
Stress
S
Triaxiality
Strain
S
Rate

Titanium
115.1424 Gp
pa
0.35
0.8273709
0
0.951476
4.424
0.25
0.3
10

Aluminiuum
72 Gpa
0.32
0.21378
0
0.077951
0.18
2.78
0.18
0.3
0

Table
T
1: Titaanium properrties for the definition
d
off the fan bladde and aluminium
prop
perties used for
f the enginne casing
CON
NSTRAINING THE MODEL
L AND BOUN
NDARY COND
DITIONS

In order
o
to perfform a flexib
ble multibod
dy analysis for rotatingg parts, two kinds of
coup
pling are used in ABAQ
QUS [9]. Firrst, the basee of the bladde is attacheed to the
conttrol point att which we apply the boundary connditions to ddefine the rrotational
motiion as in fig
gure 3. The other
o
couplin
ng is used too attach the two parts oof the fan
blad
de that we prresented befo
fore and this is done by uusing the tiee constraint aavailable
in Abaqus
A
(as it
i is able to rigidly con
nnect two seets of nodess very closee to each
otheer). Also a kiinematic cou
upling constrraint has to bbe defined bbetween the rreference
poin
nt and the no
odes at the base
b
of the blade
b
wheree the junctioon between tthe blade
and the rotating
g shaft is loccated, in ord
der to transm
mit the radiaal velocity appplied to
r
po
oint to the fan blade. Thee junction beetween the tw
wo parts is sshown in
the reference
Figu
ure 3.

b)
a)
Fig
gure 3: a) Co
oupling consstraint betweeen the contrrol point andd the base off the fan
blade. b) Tie constraintt between th
he two sub-coomponents oof the fan blaade.
To set the rotaating motion
n, we applied a veloccity boundaary conditionn to the
referrence point. Then assum
ming that th
he Z axis is the axis off rotation, w
we set the

valu
ue of the an
ngular radial velocity to
o 1047 radiians per seccond. Otherr angular
velo
ocities are seet to zero. The
T velocity
y boundary ccondition is applied throough the
defin
nition of am
mplitude wh
hich helps to apply thee boundary condition inn a very
prog
gressive maanner so thaat we woulld not distoort any eleement or caause any
unneecessary straain or stress on the fan blade
b
structur
ure during thee first seconnds of the
motiion. Figure 4 gives the shape of thee used ampliitude correspponding to a smooth
step time. It was
w noted th
hat a non-sm
mooth step time amplittude resulteed in the
imm
mediate appliication of th
he full angu
ular speed too an initiallyy motionless system
whicch translated
d into the ap
pplication of
o an infinitee acceleratioon to the blade base
nodees that disto
orted the meesh and caussed the anallysis to crassh. This smoooth step
timee has been applied
a
over 9 seconds meaning
m
thaat the enginee rotating speed goes
from
m 0 to 1047 radians
r
per second
s
in thaat period of ttime.
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Figure 4: Progressive application of the rotatinng motion too the fan blaade
nce the veloccities that arre fed to the next analyysis phase aare extractedd at time
Hen
equaal to 9 secon
nds as it is marked
m
by a red
r dot in Fiigure 4. Thiss is a criticall point in
timee at which the stressees in the blade
b
reachh a maximuum just beefore the
estab
blishment off a permanen
nt regime.

a)

bb)

Fig
gure 5: a) Strress distributtion inside th
he fan blade obtained in [3] using LS
S-Dyna.
b) Streess distributiion obtainedd in Abaqus

Figure 5 shows the obtained stress distribution inside the fan blade at the end of the
implicit analysis this is similar those obtained in [3] using in LS-DYNA (give a
clearer picture assessing the two stress distributions). The velocity vector at each
node of the fan blade will exported to the second analysis and this information will
enable us to apply a velocity boundary condition in the impact analysis that will set
the blade in motion in the explicit analysis.
Explicit analysis: Debris Generation and Impact on the Fan Case

In this analysis phase, we have to simulate the blade release event (generation
of debris) and to model and analyse the high velocity debris impact on the fan case.
The material model for the blade is the same as the one presented in the previous
section. The fan case is composed of two sections: the metallic ring part, to be
impacted first and the dry Kevlar multiple layers woven fabric wrapped around it
[1, 3]. We assigned a different material model to each of them. The metallic ring
structure in Aluminium (Al) is modeled with the material properties with isotropic
hardening given in table 1 and the Kevlar fabric wrap is modeled with a new
advanced material model, the Fabric Crossover VUMAT model implemented in
ABAQUS-Explicit [9]. A continuum modelling approach is used to model the
fabrics in such a way that the interaction of yarns in a unit cell is smeared into a
single representative S4R ABAQUS finite strain shell element.
The second analysis is performed using the Abaqus explicit solver. The fan
blade geometry needs to be imported from the first analysis.odb result file. Also, on
that geometry a velocity predefined field calling the previous .odb result file needs
to be defined to set the fan blade in motion. The standard metallic engine casing is
replaced by a hybrid model, meaning that it is made of an assembly of a metallic
base layer and of several dry fabric composite layers wrapped around it. The Al
material parameters are: ρ=0.0027g/mm3; E=68.948GPa; υ=0.33; σY=213.78MPa;
ETAN=77.951MPa; FS=0.18 and the values for the time vs strain rate are 1:1;
100:1.1; 1000:1.3; 2500:1.5. (Kevlar material is given in [3]). In the considered
model there are four layers of Kevlar fabric wrapped around the cylindrical inner
aluminum shell.
DEFINING THE GEOMETRY

The first operation to set up the 2nd analysis is to create the geometric model of the
engine casing. Then, from the implicit analysis result file, the geometry of the tip of
the blade is imported and assembled to form the fan case model. The engine casing
is thus made of four concentric cylinders. The innermost cylinder is metallic and the
four other cylinders are made of fabric composite materials. Of course we will be
using the developed VUMAT to model the composite behavior during impact. Each
cylinder radius is increased by 0,2499mm to account for the exact thickness of the
material. The inner radius of the innermost metallic skin is 250mm; the length of
the cylinder is 150mm. These are approximately the values used in LS-Dyna by
[1,3] which are respectively 249mm and 105mm.

CON
NTACT INTER
RACTIONS, BOUNDARY
B
CONDITIONS
C
S AND PRED
DEFINED FIE
ELDS

To define
d
the contact
c
betw
ween the blaade and eachh layer of m
material defiining the
casin
ng as well ass the contactt between lay
yers themsellves, a “geneeral contact”” option

a)

bb)

Fig
gure 6: a) Asssembly of the
t casing an
nd the fan bllade for the eexplicit analyysis, b)
deefinition of th
he boundary
y condition on
o the edges of the casingg to fix it riggidly in
space.
s
avaiilable in Ab
baqus was used
u
and co
ontact properties were used to deefine the
mecchanical surfface interacttion models that governn the behaviior of surfacces when
they
y are in contaact. The deffault contact property moodel in Abaqqus/Explicit assumes
“harrd” contact in the norm
mal direction
n. Contact pproperty asssignments ppropagate
through all anallysis steps in
i which thee general coontact interaaction is acttive. The
norm
mal behavio
or is set to allow separration after contact witth a “Hard”” contact
presssure overclo
osure behav
vior using th
he standard constraint eenforcement method.
Tang
gential behaavior is defin
ned to be fricctionless.
Theere is only one
o boundary
y condition applied to ffix the casingg in all directions of
spacce as is show
wn in the preevious pictu
ure (Figure 66). It has beeen applied att the two
edgees of the cyllinders to ap
pproximate the
t manner in which thhe compositee strap is
integ
grated in thee engine. Th
he predefined
d fields conssisting of veelocities at eaach node
of th
he blade as well
w as straiins and stressses obtainedd at the endd of the firstt analysis
phasse correspon
nd to results extracted at the last fram
me that are iimported andd applied
to th
he imported geometry off the blade.
IMPA
ACT RESULT
TS ON THE HYBRID
H
CASING WITH A FOUR FABR
RIC LAYERS

Figure 7 gives the graphical results show
wing the evoolution of thhe blade
impaact analysis on the hybrrid fancase. As it can bee seen the bllade is progressively
peneetrating the casing.
c
The element deleetion parameeter is removving all the ddamaged
elem
ments from th
he analysis. The analysiis takes apprroximately 220 minutes too run but
this time could be
b reduced by
b modeling only half off the casing.
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Fig
gure 7: Graph
hical evolutiion of the im
mpact analysiis of the fan blade on thee hybrid
casing
c

In this configuration, the blade perforates the containment casing and exits at 125
m/s. Figure 8 shows the velocity drop of the fan blade during the impact. Also one
note that the second dynamic analysis is starting at the point in time where the
previous analysis stopped and this is why the curve is plotted from 9.2s .
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Figure 8: Curve of the blade’s velocity over the duration of the analysis
Figure 9 shows the plot of the energy curves for the internal energy (ALLIE), the
kinetic energy (ALLKE) and the total energy of the model (ETOTAL) during this
impact analysis.
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Figure 9: Energy curve of the blade’s velocity over the duration of the analysis
We may observe that the total energy of the model remains constant over the
duration of the analysis indicating that the model is consistent. Furthermore the
observed loss of velocity is translated in a loss of kinetic energy which is
transferred to the casing as internal strain energy that deforms and damages it. This
is the main reason for the observed increase of internal energy of the model. Those
few observations demonstrate that the model is behaving correctly.

HYBRID FAN CASE CONTAINMENT STUDY

Debris protection using multilayered dry fabric pate structure
In Figure we show a simple study on the impact of the projectile on a plate made of
increasing number of fabric layer. This study was carried out to find out if the
developed VUMAT can be used in predicting the number of fabric layers needed to
prevent penetration of the blunt projectile impacting flat plate configuration. Since a
shell element corresponding to the crossover model is used the computation time
needed to obtain result increases drastically with the number of layers. First the
final velocities after impact on a 1-ply plate, a 2-ply plate and a 4-ply plate were
collected. All other parameters such as initial velocity, crimp angle of the fabric and
element size remained the same for all analysis. In the case of the 1-ply impact, the
final velocity of the impactor is 82m/s. In the case of the 2-ply plate, it is 58m/s and
in the case of the 4-ply impact the final velocity is 18m/s. Also an analysis run with
a 6-ply plate was performed and it was found out that this configuration completely
stopped the projectile, as shown in figure 10.
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Figure 10: Influence of the number of layers over the final velocity of the projectile
SIMPLIFIED FORMULA TO PREDICT NON-PENETRATION
Plotting each final velocity for 1-ply, 2-ply and 4-ply impacts, it is possible to
create an analytic relation that could be used for prediction the numbers of layers
required to prevent penetration. Using the three results a quadratic function was
determined using Excel interpolation/extrapolation capabilities and this is presented
in Figure . The quadratic function has the following equation where X is the
number of layers:
f X = 2.7639X − 37.161X + 118.12

(1)
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Figure 11: Prediction analysis to define the number of layers needed to stop the
projectile
Using this equation, it was possible to predict the number of layers needed to stop
the projectile. The projections for 5 and 6 layers of fabric are shown in figure 11 in
red. We can observe that 5 layers are not enough to stop the projectile as the
projected final velocity is 3m/s. The correct number of layers is seen to be 6 and it
is interesting to note at this point that this is the result we get from Abaqus as it was
mentioned previously.
Consequently we can conclude that for this simple impact test our predicting model
based on equation 1 linking the final velocity of the impactor with the number of
fabric layers is correct. This approach will be applied in an attempt to predict the
number of layers in the hybrid fan casing needed to prevent escape of the fan blade
debris.
Impact on full metal casing
The analytic approach developed previously is here applied for the case of metallic
structure in an attempt to finding the number of aluminum layers required to
contain the fan blade debris. This has been done through a numerical trial and error
approach. We set up 6 analyses to test different configurations of the engine
containment involving different number of 0.5mm thick aluminum layers which is
exactly the value used in[3] to set up the analysis in LS-Dyna. The configuration of
the analysis is presented in figure 12 and depicts the 24-layer thick aluminum
casing. The total computation time to run a 24-layer fully metallic model is
approximately 35 minutes on standard dual core PC.
We tested the following configurations: 4 layers, 8 layers, 12 layers, 18 layers, 20
layers and 24 layers and extracted the final velocity of the projectile; the results are
summarized in Table 2. This table shows that 24 layers are very close to stopping
the projectile thus we can conclude that 25 layers of aluminum will definitely stop
the projectile from escaping the containment but this has to be verified a posteriori.

Figu
ure 12: Fan containment
c
t made of 244 layers of alluminum

Number of
o layers
4
8
12
2
18
8
20
0
24
4

Total
T
thicknesss of the
casing (mm
m)
2
4
6
9
10
12

Finaal velocity of thhe fan blade deebris
(m
m/s)
123,,254
110,,956
95,44771
81,88509
35,99109
0,62278

Taable 2: Resultss obtained froom FEA

The result show
wn in Figure 12 and in taable 2 is intteresting sincce it is veryy close to
the result
r
obtain
ned by [3] th
hrough the FEA
F
model w
where a thicckness of 122.7mm of
alum
minum was enough to stop the debris.
d
In oour case, using a mulltilayered
apprroach, stopp
ping the blad
de requires about 25 lay
ayers of 0.5m
mm thicknesss which
corresponds to a total thickn
ness of 12.5m
mm. Obviouusly a uniquee 12.5mm thhick layer
coulld have been
n used to acccomplish thiis task but dooing it this w
way, our goaal was to
valid
date the ad
dequacy of the contact algorithm used to moodel the innteraction
betw
ween numero
ous layers. Finally
F
to fullly verify ouur statement, we ran thee analysis
usin
ng 25 layers of aluminu
um and it iss indeed stoppping the bblade as is sshown in
Figu
ure 1. The stresses are very
v
low at the end of tthe analysiss because theere is no
wn in figuree Figure 1 b.
long
ger any displlacement of the
t blade and this is show

a)

b)

Fig
gure 1: Anallysis results for the 25-laayer fan conttainment; a) the blade haas been
stop
pped inside th
he containm
ment, b) graph
hical represeentation of thhe stresses aat the end
of thee analysis.
Finaally the FEA
A results werre plotted in a graph to ffully understtand how a variation
in th
he number of
o layers waas affecting the final deebris velocitty. This is sshown in
figure 14 along
g with a quaadratic regreession of thee results obbtained throuugh FEA
mod
deling.
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The equation lin
nking the num
mber of layeers in the conntainment w
with the finall velocity
he blade is given as:
of th
(2)
f X = −0.2643X
−
+ 1.3141X
X + 120.41
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Application to hybrid fan case
The preceding analysis for metallic structure is extended to hybrid fan case in order
to find the number of fabric plies wrapped around an inner metallic casing required
to contain the fan debris. As it was done before, we will correlate the number of
layers of fabric with the final velocity of the blade. Simulations for 4, 6, 8 and 10
layers of fabric were run successfully and the obtained results are presented in
Figure . The final velocity of the blade for the 4-ply casing is approximately
133m/s, for the 6-ply casing it is 131m/s, for the 8-ply casing it is 129m/s and
finally for the 10-ply casing it is 124 m/s.
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Figure 15: The fan blade’s velocity evolution or different configurations of the
hybrid casing

Several numerical tests were performed on multiple configurations of the hybrid
casing with more than 10 layers of fabric on top of the metallic internal casing and
the computational process was observed to become progressively unstable and
terminated by numerical crashing. The phenomenon was observed to start at 11
layers of fabric. At this time, two explanations can be attempted. First, the lack of
progressive damage model in the developed VUMAT has been identified as a
potential problem which would lead to numerical instabilities. In our case, using the
element deletion option in Abaqus implies that the element is removed as soon as
the damage criterion is met and this may leads to a premature loss of material
implying a loss of internal energy while affecting the stability and accuracy of the
contact algorithm. Hence progressive damage and strain rate dependency should be
implemented as a way to cure this problem. Also as described by Badel et al[13],
another possibility to address the observed numerical instabilities would be to use a
corotational frame based on fiber frame (FF approach) to update the material stressstrain history instead of the Green-Naghdi (GN) approach used here to produce the
results. According to the later work, a calculation run using the FF approach

completed successfully in case of strongly anisotropic material whereas the GN
based approach failed because this is more suited to initially isotropic materials
with weak induced anisotropy. More developments thus need to be done to
implement the FF approach in the VUMAT.
Despite the above mentioned VUMAT deficiencies, the four numerical results were
however used to construct an extrapolated quadratic function (Figure ) in effort to
try to predict the number of layers required to contain the debris. One can observe
that the form of the equation (eqn 3) and its coefficient are very close to the one
obtained for the fully metallic casing (eqn 2). It is not surprising that adding layers
to the containment affects the final velocity of the debris in the similar way.
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Figure 16: Velocity evolution predictions of the fan blade for different
configuration of the casing
The interpolation/extrapolation performed in Excel using the FEA results yields the
following function to predict the number of Kevlar layers needed to stop the blade:
(3)
f X = −0.2131X + 1.5999X + 129.97
In its turn, this analytic function is used to compute some predictions of the residual
velocity in terms of number of fabric plies. The results are shown in red in Figure .
According to this preliminary analysis one could conclude that approximately 30
layers of fabric are needed to stop the projectile from completely perforating the
engine casing. However, care should be taken with this value because by the time
being, we have insufficient data to make an accurate prediction. However, in order
to further support this conclusion we have run a very large analysis with a 30 layers
of fabric configuration of the containment vessel. 30 layers were chosen specifically
because it is roughly the number of layers needed to stop the projectile. This
analysis crashed however before completion but the goal was to observe the
evolution of the impactor velocity during the first increments of the analysis and to
compare it with the evolution obtained for the blade while working with 25-layers
of full metallic casing which is able to stop the projectile. The results are presented
in Figure .
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Figure 17: Comparison of the blade velocity evolution for the 25-layer metallic
casing and the 30-layer hybrid casing
We can observe from figure 17 that the evolution of the two velocities is roughly
the same at the beginning of the analysis time. Obviously further testing is still
needed in order to arrive at clear conclusion.

CONCLUSION

Composite or hybrid containment fan cases are in practice made from
multiple layers of high performance fabrics to defeat the specific types of threats
they are exposed to. Hence, as a result, a major part of the fabric target energy
absorption stems from the interaction of individual layers with each other in the
pack. To study such interaction existing in a real fan case, the shell crossover model
is used to simulate the ballistic impact experiments on multi-ply Kevlar® 129
targets.
Numerical tests of a projectile impacting on a fabric plate were conducted and the
influence of the number of plies on the final impact velocity has been studied. Also
we studied the influence of various other material parameters that were input in the
VUMAT to assess their influence over the results. Predicting how many plies were
needed to stop the projectile based on partial simulation was a key objective of that
section. It was found out that for a multilayered dry fabric flat plate it is indeed
possible to predict the number of plies needed to prevent penetration and this
prediction has been verified with numerical testing. In an attempt to extend the
developed methodology to the design of an engine lightweight fanblade
containment structure, curved soft wall structure is used and the underlying physics
is seen to behave differently as in the case of flat structure since beyond ten layers
of Kevlar dry fabric the analysis process blow up, indicating that the physics is not
well captured. Hence more work is still going on in order to improve our material
model.
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